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MILESTONE WOMEN KOLLEKTION AUTUMN/WINTER 23/24 – LEATHER 
Neue Kollektionsstrategie: Für DOB Leder und Textil wurde die Modellvielfalt für die Prekollektion 
gegenüber der K1 deutlich ausgebaut, um dadurch unseren Einzelhandelspartnern mehr Liefersi-
cherheit bieten zu können. 

COLOURS 
Powdery, harmonious winter lights like Silver, Blurred Taupe, Shell Grey, Cooled Cream comprise 
the bright feminine colour range.
 
70ies inspired burnt earth tones like Camello, Café au Lait, Brittle, Clay, Siera and Rusty play a big 
role and bring deeper tones to the colour range.
 
Sophisticated jewel colours Ruby, Emerald, Green Topaz and Bronze reflect the retro longing.
 
Cool shades of grey present themselves in all conceivable facets: In addition to light grey as a top 
favourite, the new statement shades Granite and Steel Grey are also available.
 
Shades of blue are absolutely on trend in all shades: from washed-out Stormy Blue and rich Regat-
ta Blue to deep New Moon and Navy.
 
New highlights: Electric blue and Magenta. Urban contrasts in offwhite/ black make a strong state-
ment.

MATERIALS 
New! – Lamb nappa in a new „cloudy“ garment dyed look creates completely new looks that were 
previously hardly imaginable and realizable in leather.
 
Highest quality fall velour in 70ies „Halston“ look brings back the hip retro look.
 
Finest glove nappa is presented in top current, urban-elegant puffer jackets and coats.
 
New Mix & Match: Surprising material combinations set new fashion impulses. Velvety velour with 
curly fake fur bonded shows up in cosy winter looks, combining with tonal nylon quilted inserts for 
a special sophistication and detail.
 
Urban & casual: Nappa light quilted hoodie with scuba details.
 
Ultra-thin nappa leather bonds with technical spandex jersey for super lightweight, elegant indoor 
looks.
 
A successful, practical and top trendy combination: soft nappa in sporty styles combined with zip-
out nylon quilted hoodies.
 
Cosy faux fur inserts in elegant winter quilted jackets combined with natural luxury nappa create a 
tonal high-end look.
 
Fine iridescent metallic glitter looks on tactile washed nappa.
 
And last but not least, a very special trend highlight straight from the catwalks: Broken patent leat-
her looks with a subtle patent sheen in a vintage look.
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PADDING AND SILHOUETTES 
Cosy cocoon looks with large-scale, new quilted variations continue to dominate the street scene 
unabated. The cuts and fits are becoming more lush and airy to match the layering trend: shoulder 
fits are becoming more overcut as a result, and the cut of the sleeves is becoming slightly wider as 
a result.
 
The leather collection reflects the trend a little less pointed. Fashionable, at the same time suitable 
for everyday use and understandable.
 
Main silhouettes are A-shapes, long H-shapes and defused O-shapes. Shortened boxy looks comple-
ment the wide leg trousers trend.
 
Even oversized and airy cut puffer jackets remain lightweight thanks to the super light DuPont  
SORONA AURA padding. The insulation impresses with its lightness and optimal thermal insulation 
as with a 90/10 down filling. This padding consists partly of renewable, vegetable raw materials.
 
But also the „counter-trend“ of (again) slim quilted light down looks is taken up in the collection to 
the early delivery program.
 
Long quilted vests remain a huge theme and are the perfect look companions for the trendy  
chunky knit sweaters with wide balloon sleeves.
 
An absolute must-have: 2-row coats have arrived from the catwalks to the promenades of the  
big cities.
 
Indoor jackets with figure-flattering cuts replaced blazers as cool new counterparts.
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